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TIlis is a tentative statement. I have adopted a point of vi~~ and tried to follow through
its implications. l'fuen this copy was typed I had not had the leisure to stand back from it
to see to what extent it holds up. Your reactions can help me to rethink it, unless it is
so hopeless that I am forced to become completely defensive. This is not to be reproduced
~ any fum.
INCARNATION AND IDEAL

'mE STORY OF A TRlITH· SECmHNG HERESY
Delbert

~\!iens

In the Preface to A History of the Hennonite Brethren Church, J. A. Toews mentioned that
;;In the initial planning of this history several consultations were held ''lith members of
the Executive of the Board of Christian Literature and others interested in the project.:'
I was one of the ;:interested others l' in one of those consultations and participated in a
debate whether church or people was to be the organizing focus for this history. !Vas this
to be the account of a way of life or of a denomination? Which was more central to our
self-understanding: ethos and ethnicity or doctrine and institutions? The title of the
book indicates the decision that was made.
I was on the losing side, perhaps partly because it was not entirely clear to me what I
ivas defending and ,.,hy. Since then, I have come to believe that J. A. Toews and the Board
made the only possible decision. This book, or something very like it, had to be written
first. ~~e have not had an up-to-date, systematic statement that codifies the events of
our public history and expresses our self-understanding.

This book records the initial struggle of the early Brethren to define themselves over
against those others from whom they were separating themselves. One aspeet of that struggle ''las the need to define an idea and an ideal. The other aspect involved the stillcontinuing effort to create institutions to embody and recommend this ideal by which they
wished to define themselves. Both of these aspects constitute the collective face ",e presented, and still present, to the outside world. They are what makes us "public, t: and
as such they are the nofficial:: truth about ourselves. Insofar as \~e ;;appear;! in the
,'!orld, it is ay these things that ",e ""ish to be kno''ffi. And it is by these things, in
large part, that '''e Nish to know ourselves.
But I have become more than ever convinced of a second thing: those of us who were confusedly trying to identify the non-public, unofficial reality were right about its importance. If ,.,e are to understand ourselves, we must also become clear about the llinner face,"
the side that is pointed to by \'lords like ethos and ethnic. 1'le must do so for t\olO reasons.
On the one hand, too great a concentration on the public face can un1't'ittingly speed the
decay of the private sphere which nourishes it. On the other, it may turn out that the
parts that l'1e are officially silent about may turn out to deserve the greater honor.
I am grateful for this opportunity to express appreciation to Brother Toe,.. s for his work.
I have already learned much from it and expect to learn more. It has helped me to see the
way we have seen ourselvss. And it has helped me to clarify for myself that our vision is
inadequate. ~fuat we have here is only half the story.
It may be that what I go on to say will distress 9rother Toews and the rest of you. I
know that it distresses me. ~.:y pTimary criticism, ho",ever, is directed at the reality
of what we are more ~d more coming to be and at "'hat 1'1e think, not at the book that reports
and represents that reality.
I have never believed in shooting the messenger who reveals, sometimes unwittingly, the
bad news, especially not when his account also reveals so much of the good news of God's
preseace in our midst. And so I also wish to thank the organizers of this colloquium for
the opportunity to argue for the hidden half. I ,~ish to look at the connection between
the public and the private spheres. How does the ideological-institutional relate to the
sociological-economic? Or, rather, I will try to provide a philosophical, theological,
rationale for thcar relation. I will group my comments under some assumptions that seem
to me to illuminate the problem.
CENTER nm rl B. STtlmr.S IN CAtlAllk
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1. TEE i·iEai~ONI TE BRETImEN I DEAL.
M/INNIPEG, MANiTOBA
R2L lU
1.1 ONE PART OF OUR OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION OF OURSELF IS 'TI-IE DESCRIPTION OF .AN IDEAL.
"!e Lennonite 3rethren have traditionally defined ourselves as a church ,·!hich l10ssesses a
pure doctrine and is made up of individuals who have joined it on the basis of a genuine
~rience 01 personal conversion and 1~ho then live by elevated moral prineiples \.,rhile
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stnvmg constantly to l·;itness to t!1e lost. To enhance our fellO\'!sl'li]? Hithin we have
developed a polity that avoids the extremes of congregationalism and of hierarchicalism.
j\!e have 0uil'.:: institutions to carry out our educational, evangelistic, and caring missions.
And \'le have done all of this out of reverent obedience to the Scri:?tures, our sole and
final authority.
1.2 OliJ. IDEAL AS 1':'.·:E D2SC:'.IPTION OF OUR REALITY IS PA?TLY !·]Of13ST. It seems to me
t:lat this> t'li tn, perhaps, some additions and modifications, accurfl.tely represents our
ideal. And knowledge of t:le ideal of a people is necessary for understandinr: that peOlJle.
TIlat such an ideal is not reached does not constitute hypocrisy so lonr as ,~e say to ourselves and to others only that l'le possess it as the ideal tmIJard \'!hich \'Ie strive. PJ1d, in
time, we do tend to becooe l'lhat l~e talk about, some more so than others.

1.3 OUR IDEAL AS TIiE DESc;UPTION OF OU~ l1.3ALITY IS PARTLY ~-IYPOCIUTICAL.
Individually) very feN of us are so deluded as to believe that \ve have realized the ideal. j'·!o
congregation l'lould claim it of itsel::. And yet it seems to me that \'le have often pretended that our collective self is accurately described by the ideals \'Ie individually hold
wllile knoHing our :Eailure to attain then. To match our ideal \~e htl.ve constructed an
idealized image of j'lennonite-3rethrenism-as-true-churchism. And that is dishonest. Or,
believing that either our ideal or our partial attainment of it is better than that of
others, we have smugly pretended that at least t"!ennoni te-Brethrenism-is-truer-than-otherchurchisms. A,'ld that is Pharisaical.
2.

AN lJXCURSUS:

OJ! TIIE HATUPAL

T'~ISTORY

OF IDEALS

2.1 TI-IOUGH BAa: OF TiE EJDIVIDUAL COPTEHTS OF A COl-P3P..E1'1T IDEAL) AY HAVE ITS (r'n!
:nSTORY, TI-IEY COALESCE AJ.lD Efffi~GE STJDDE?lLY AS COI,PONENTS OF fl., NE".f ~'!O;?,L;)-VIE''!.
It is always misleading to explain a neN vlorld-view in terms of its component parts. 1',That is ne",
is the mode of comprehending them, the stance from '''hich they are all seen as in a nel'i
light. A "Jorld-view is not so much a collection of ideas as it is (l. Nay of seeing everything,

EVERY iJOnLC- VIE"l IS ASSTRACTED FROM A PAIn OF REALITY 'mAT IS TPEATED AS
')F T:~E "n-lOLE OF ~i3ALITY. A good deal of recent sc1lolarly ,~ork has r,one into
the discovery and description of the bases for alternate ,,,,orld-viel'ls. !'!ere I am rlostly
indebted to I·!. Richard Niebuhr, The !?esponsible Self, and Stephen Pepper> !~orld ~:yPotheses.
\1hen a part of reality is treated as revelatory of the whole, that part f.unctions as a
metaphor whicil guides the interpretation of the whole. Al though there are many variations,
there are only a fe\"l basic metaphors. r'lost, if not all, primi tive cuItures treat the
aspect of "lill as revelatory of the whole. From the fact that human acts are \'lilled acts,
such people posit that all actions are willed by personal beings. An animistic \'Iorld-view
is a lozical extension of this assum~)tion. 1',TJlen the ''''ill of the gods ca'!!e to be expressed
and written dO\'ffi as la\'IS, a different sort of world-view had emerged. Especially in
Greece the aspect of fabrication, the metaphor of the tool, or, more broadly, of man-themaker became important. I do not intend here to describe the basic ,,,orld-vieNs and the
metaphors on ''/hich they are based. The above are given for t!leir illustrative value. t!or
do I intend to reproduce 'tlilat I tried to do in my essay From the Village to the City: P:.
Grammar for the Lal'lguages !'1e Are (!)irection, October 1973). Al though I confusea one or
two 0:: the metaphors in "'hat I described as l;village," I think that that essay would help
convince you of the ir::porta11ce of this mode of a.Tlalysis :for understanding I'iennoni te history.
2.2

R2VELf..TO~Y

2.3 EVERY HEW nORLD-VIE!'.' ::W'!'l.-! REVEALS Ai'!D :nOES rEALITY, AND IT RELEASES Iille-:
31 JE:tGY . :'henever one adolJts fl. new way to see, one is able to recogni ze ,.,hat had not :,?reviously "been there,;1 and one sees even famil iar things in a ne\'l \-.ray. 13ecause some proolems can no\'! oe solved that could not be solved before, a tremendous burst of creative
energy is released in those who grasp the new. But every world-view blinds men to those
aspects of reality that it does not reveal. Art animistic \'Jorld-vie\\f severely limits technological advances, for the "lay to influence events is through the bending of wills (magic),
not the making of things (teclmology). On the other hand, a technological society has no
lo~ical place for psychic reality.
The recognition of this is one of the essential insights of the 'IGod is Dead" theologies.
2. Ll· EVERY COI-:EPBj!T l'!ORLD-VIE~"!, "!!·mrr FULLY ~.EALIZED, DESTROYS 1'l~E CULTURE TI·:AT ADOPTS
IT. :'nlat is truly revealed by every world-view is true, But because it is a part of the
truth which pretends to be the '1hole, it is incapable of maintaining a balanced order.
Developed technological societies are especially notorious for upsetting the balance of
nature and tlle psychic health of their citizens. Thus the truth of any world-vie\~ comes in
the end to function as heresy. So long as the new idea is incompletely realized and is in
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tension with other world-views, its demonic tendencies are held in check and may not be
noticed.
2.5 EVERY DEVELOPED CULTURE STRUGGLES TO EXPRESS ITS !'lO!-'l.LD-VIE'" IN TI-IE FOPj't OF
IDEAS. NHEN TILE WORLD-VIE!'} ACHIEVES Dm1UIANCE, IT FIXES TI·IESE IDEAS IN DOGMAS Ai'JD THE
DOGEAS BECQillE IDEOLOGY. EVERY IDEOLOGY IS AN IDOLATRY.
3.

A NEW

~~ORLD-

VIEl'; FOR RUSSIAi') MEJ'.!NON ITES

ANOTHER PART OF OUR DESCRIPTIOH OF OURSELF IS AI-! ACCOUNT OF HO''] OUP. IDEAL ''lAS
DISCOVERED N~D DEVELOPED. This part of our story has been much debated, and it is either
foolishness or bravery for one as little versed in the accounts as I am to suggest how
this part of our story is to be understood. Here also, much 0::: what I kno'\' (and guess)
comes from reading the lines (and between the lines) that J. A. Toews has penned.
3.1

3.2 THOUGH THEY HAD BEEN XNO'}N EARLIEr. AMOf.JG TI-!E PRUSSIA]\! I~i'!NONITES, TI-jE BASIC
ELEi,ffiHTS OF TIlE f\10DERN WESTEHN ~!ORLD-VIE! HAD BEGUN TO SURFACE Nm!G RUSSIAJ\! t''ENHONITES
IN THE SECOND QUARTER OF THE NINETEENTB CENTURY. This rationalistic, technological,
version of man-the-maker received its ultimate character from the Ilrevelation:; oE the
machine and of the factory lines that produced them. But at first it was probably received in Russia as a methodology for large-scale business and land management. Thus
Johann Cornies is a better indicator of its meaning than the early religious stirrings.
As Toe\·ls ?oints out on page 23, lithe lviennoni tes of South Russia went through a kind of
Kulturkampf of their own;' between 1820 and 1850. The religious application of this ne",
way of seeing apparently ca~e later than the initial revelation of its economic meaning.
But I do not want to imply by this that new socio-economic structures make ne\-,' religious
understandings possible. I think that they are both related to the emergence of an underlying idea. I believe that the true causes are hidden and that they manifest themselves
in all spheres. Also related, though perhaps more logically secondary, is a ne\\! sense of
confidence and a great outpouring of energy. But the religious leaders mostly remained
bound by the more traditional patterns to which they owed their position.
3.3 ALTIIOUGH TILE EARLY ~':.Et!J!Oi'HTE 3P..ETHREN DISPLAY TI·IE CONFUSIONS THAT ~mULD BE SXPECTED OF A HASCENT "!ORLD-VIE1'!, n·lE 1,·'!OVEf,1ENT CN! BEST BE L'I'lDERSTOOD AS n·m RELIGIOUS
EXPPJ3SSION OF TI-IIS Ei'£RGING COHSCIOUSNESS. I think that this accounts for the high percentage of teachers who were active in the movement. One ,",ould expect them to be among
the first to understand ~~d appreciate this vision. It would also tend to explain the
early, and continuing, emphasis on rational organizational structures, thus partially
accounting for the 3aptist influence. The individualistic emphases of Pietism also find
their logical place within such a construction. The lar~e presence of the poor and of
the Frohliche Richtung in what I am describing as essentially a bourgeois movement is
partially a contradiction, but it can be explained. Every important new vision releases
great energy a11d enthusiasm and tends to break up older patterns. The poor Hennoni tes
would welcome the breaking apart of the structures that kept them in near-servitude. And
many of them, in their ignorance, \vould identify the emotion released by the new thing
with the thing itself. In any case, the real leaders moved almost too successfully to
stam? out emotionalism and to channel the new energy into more productive behavior. ~1ore
revelatory, and more significant for the long run, was the mood that J. A. Toews caught
in the following paragraph (p. 70). The quotation he inserted is from P. M. Friesen.
The \"orship services of the 1\1ennonite 3rethren underwent a marked change
during this period (1865-1885). The earlier pietistic emphasis on informal
sharing and devotional talks gave way to an emphasis on more systematic teaching and preaching. The members of the congregations seemed to be 7'hungry for
order! order! and for lectures l Ii This change was accompanied by a change
in language . . . from the Low German dialect to High German in the public
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Despite the initial opposition from the threatened ~lennonite leadership. the attempts to
destroy the Brethren "Iere always half-hearted. The reason is that the Brethren, in
flawed form, represented nonetheless the crystallization of a movement that was general
through the colonies. l'iany who did not wish to join them were secret sympathizers. Be{oTe long the new attitude penetrated the older churches. But the initial opposition as
well as continuing tensions strengthened the communal sense that t~nded to hold in check
the gradual pull away from communal to the utilitarian structures implied in the man-themaker vision.
From this point of view, the emigration to North America presented a different sort of
complexity. On the one hand, it represented a reactionary development. 11lOse l'1ho came
were. on the whole, those 1~10 had less clearly assimilated the new structures.
to be
, 1.unt, a disproportionate number of the early emir-rants were those who had not been able
to succeed in Russia. I strongly suspect that their claim to be seeking relief from
military -service was a way of expressing their disenchantment \'lith the speed of cultural
advance among the Iilennonites in Russia. In the new world. they separated between those
l'lho wished a complete return to older communal structures (largely Old Colony emigrants
to Canada) and those who had basically accepted the new vision but needed a slower pace
for its development. The conditions of the frontier further reinforced a clan-type solidarity. (I suspect the same patterns happened during the emigration from Prussia to
Russia earlier.) I also suspect that there \'lere a fair number who came expecting~. to escape Hennonite cOlillTlunalism altogether. In any case, the Hennonite Brethren communities
that developed in the lIiid-I'lest exhibited characteristics in some respects more like the
earlier nineteenth century Russian scene than like the one they had just left. And they
tended to lag behind their Russian brethren culturally and theologically until the destruction of the Russian colonies. This l'las one source of the strain between those of us
1'1ho came early and those who came after the Russian Revolution.
On the other hand, the freedom of the frontier, the dispersion of our settlements, the

break-up of the village pattern, and the growing desire of many to assimilate to the
American way made it possible for the new world-view to develop in purer form than would
have oeen possible in Russia. 111US we have tended more and more to move toward utilitarian social structures. This development makes it possible for us now to see more clearly the inner meaning of our basic point of viel'!, one that "las also \'lorking itself out
""Tican culture as a whole .
..,. JIFFERENT PHILOSOPHIES AND 1HEOLOGIES MAY BE DERIVED FR'J~j THE i-lAl!-TI1:E-t·'AKER HETAPHOR.
I will attempt a very broad characterization of them and show some parallels to our re'''-us situation.
4.1 ARISTOTLE HAS PROVIDED A CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION OF TIlE ASPECTS, OR ::CAUSES,::
T::--iAT APPLY TO TI-IIS SORT OF l'IORLD-VIEHI. "!hen a person sets out to make something. there
is a plan in his mind. some material to work on, the agent that does the l'lork (the energy), and the purpose he has in mind for the created object. Eodern man applied this to
the universe as follO\~s. There is a plan. a rational. natural order comprised of the
Laws of Nature. These lah's can be deduced by the rational mind which systematically
;:reads the book of Hature.:: These laws are absolutes and can be absolutely known. There
is also matter, which is composed, ultimately, of lifeless atoms \'Thich are in constant
motion. By tapping into the energy of the universe, man can apply the lal'ls to matter.
reorganizing nature to serve his purposes.
4.2 ]·lOST PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEi:..1S CAN BE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO l'!!UC,l OF TIiESE ASPECTS
ARE CONSIDERED PRIMARY. Those philosophers I'Iho emphasized the absolute character of the
lal'ls and the presumed capacity of the mind to knoh' them, developed idealisms, assuming
the really real to be mental in character. Those l'1ho were impressed by the material
basis of things developed matorialisms, believing~ that there is no reality except that
which appears in space and time. Some others. reacting against these, assumed that energy is basic and developed vitalistic theories. Haterialisms tend to look bac1<i'1ard for
understanding tho nature of the reality it perceives (thus most science). Idealisms
tend to be oriented to the present. Vitalisms are more likely to be teleological, emphasizing some willed future state as the explanation of the past and present. Other ,."orldviews can produce other ty~es of philosophical understanding. The thought world of the
Old Testament, for example, does not seem to me to fit into what has here been described.
Scepticism and humanism also require special treatment. Indeed, scepticisms tend to be
the end result among those \'lho observe that l'lhen any given system is :f:'ully worked out,
it t~nds to break down and, paradoxically, to turn into its opposite.
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4.3 TO THE EXTENT 'D-IAT "IE nENNONITE BRET:-iREN HAVE ADOPTED 'TIrE t'iAN-TI-IE-I':AKER "!O!'.LDVIEIV, OUR OFFICIAL TI-IINKING PARALLELS 'DiE DIVISIONS JUST DESCRIBED. And, unfortunately,
our acting tends to follo\'1 our theologizing.
4.3. I TI-IE NEW \VORLD- VIP!, 'lEE SCRIPTURES, AND THEOLOGY. Our insistence on the
final authority of Scriptures only seems to ba the same as the universal Christian
recognition that they are one of God's great gifts to the Chruch. In actuality this
insistence is based on the demand that there be a ';revelation;; of spiritual laws
that parallels the "revelation" of natural laws. Corrasrondinp. to the rational natural
order there is a spiritual order, the absolute laws of which can be absolutely kno\'ffi and
can be deduced by the rational mind (tho theologian) which systematically :lrcads the
book of super-nature ll (the Bible). But, as in nature, those laws arc hidden; and the
theologian, like the scientist, must sift through the chaotically given to reconstruct
tho logical order of the thoughts of God. 111e aim is a systematic theolor;y that structurally resembles the Geometry of Euclid aTld the Principia of tlel'!ton. Unfortunately
for man-the-maker, no single systematic, either for the scientist or for the theologian,
has proved adequate. For awhile IVi) could hope that either Arminianism or Calvinism or
some synthesis of the tlVO couldb e The Truth. ~'Te now kno\'J better. Any sim~)lc systematic must forever be disputable. And we are not yet prepared to understand l'1hat dialectical theologies are all about. Since we have been unable to discover the coherent
set of propositions which wa sought in the Scriptures, Ive have fallen back upon the
demand for a specific attitude on them. '1ith modern evangelicalism, we are left I'lith
the assertion that Scripturo is"tlw sort of revelation that makes i t possible for us to
do what we have not been ableto do. For this rea~on, our defense of Scripture grOl'ls
incroasingly paranoid. EOI'JCver, this a.Tlxiety is not really the rosul t of concern for
the Scriptures nor arc we really comforted that Christians continue to be nourished by
them. \Vhat is at stake (and I am s?oabng of us only qua man-the-maker) is the threat
to our Norld-view and to ourselves, insofar as we have identified ourselves with it.
TI10SO of us who also live out of different world-views do not entirely have this attitude or share this problem, and tho Scriptures can continue to nourish our souls and
shape our lives. (I will not repeat '-lhat I said on this issue in From the Village to
the City.) But insofar as this world-view becomes dominant, the Scriptures become
lrr~levant.
Eaving been challenged end inspired by the study of several Bible passages
conducted by a 3ible teacher at a retreat, one brother ex~ressed his enthusiasm to ano~
ther. The other responded, r;~'!(;ll, that I s trvo. But wo don; t really know what his
atti tude is on the Scriptures, do 1ve.:; i'lo.ny 0:: us have become more concerned with the
shibboleths that guard the bridges to our world-vicw than with a concern to understand
the 3ible.
can no longer pretend that our identity and our nnity is granted by a formalis~, by
a coherent set of propositions that rcpresont The Truth and ~e Ideal. Nor can it be
given by an attitude to t;lG Sible as its presumed source. It is also unrealistic to
try to forgo that unity ~,d focus around a sense of mission and the institutions that
were built to serve it.

\~c

4.3.2 TdE iJE\',1 "jOHD-VIEl, THE SENSE OF HISSIOlJ, At!!) OUR If-TSTITUTImlS. 111e nel'!
vision brought enormous joy and freedom. The old frustrations and pressures had been
trans~ended. A new world could nmv bo built ::md our elders had vvery confidence that
they could built it. This enthusiasm for an ideal which had been accepted without yet
having been fully understood, led them to creo.te churches and satellite. institutions to
propagato and develop that ideal. 111Cy were artists, and their medium was the living
structur0S of life itself. Small wonder that they had little time for :;the arts.;;
3ut the energy released by their discovery was not the s~e as the enerr,y dcnanded by
the thing that they created. ,To cre8.te is not the same as to maintain production.
EV0n conversion 'is n quite different sort of thing for those who experience it as the
freeing, exhilerating, discovery of a new wor ld-viC:M than it is for those of us 1'lho
experience it 8.S forgiveness <md the rededication to whc.t we have al",ays been t2-ught.
Lacking the joy of a refocusing 2nd the energy of the creator, we must increasingly
chastise ourselves to work UP the will to maint::tin the institutions and to ;;\"itness.;(
l'Jor00Ver, the institutions are themselves products of that world-vic,'!, Clnd they are not
much marc secure th~ is the vision that brought then forth.
In keeping VIi th the :'maker:; metaphor, these cre:".tions have been increasingly justified
:lS enterprising in the business of the Lord. Pnd that business was incre.".singly seen
to consist in the production of converts. ~1US evanr,elism came to be seen as the final
reason for our existence 8.S a denorr.ination :md as th.:; focus of our identity. But there
seems to be little other reason for conversion than to become 0. part of the production
of more converts. And so, like modern economics; the things produced become secondary
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to th~ overriding need to keep production moving.
son for existence.

inc process itself

h~s

become its rea-

Like the \!Jorker chained to his job and dreaming of self-fulfillment during a long retirement in Florid~} we can imngine fulfillment only ~s far awny and a long time coming. As
for <111 vitn.lisms, a futurist teleology becomes 8sscntial. The Kingdom is in no sense
here. It is all yet to come. And so thero grows out of the wish for its nearness a fascin~tion \'lith the eschaton, and \·/e become dispens:ltionalists with a tremendous need to
know all the futuristic datnils thnt God did not intend for us to knOl'l.
THE NE!'{ :'lORLD-VIEv AND OUR POLITY. Finally, to completc this inventory of
our ideals (seo 1.1) from the vie\~oint of m~-the-maker, the contradictions built into
our church polity can be illuminated by sil'lilC'..r contretdictions i:'l thett world-view. Just
as the ultil'l:ttc elmnent of n~turc is the atom-in-motion, so the presupposition of society
is the individual metn-in-thc-stette-of-nature. Just etS ettoms coalesce into matcrinl
structures, so individuals contract together to form societies. TIle bnsic rcC'..son for
societies is to provide a context for the individu~,l to seek freely his OI'1n "life, liberty,
:lnd pursuit of happinsss. II Yot in foming tl'.0 socinl contrClct he for:':ci ts all but the
most betsic of his initi~l ;:rights.;I
So the Church begins by asserting our individual
priority (we are baptized ~d join as ;;.:1dults il ) ~d ends by subordinating our individual
visions m1d energies to the common task of, presumably, producing more individuals. Each
congregation hC'..s the right to rule itself. Yot dl must be disciplined and coordinated
for the sake of the larger truth cmd the institutions we have built to enable us to cnrry
out our churchly t~sk. \1e begin with the iden of the sh~red ministry and the priesthood
of all believers, but our model lends us to force our le~ders into functioning as foremen
and as bosses.
4.3.3

4.4 IMPLICIT IN THE l.'lETAPHOR, MlD illWERLYING ITS CONTRADICTIONS, IS AN INERADICABLE DUALISM. The ideal is pure .:1nd good. It is true ~nd its truths cnn be truly known.
The thoughts of God have beon revealed to us and, as lm.s, they have become our blueprint.
l'le a.re the builders who seek to use the matter ~t our dispos~l--\'lood and stone, lives and
institutions--and to fClshion it according to the blueprint. But the matter resists the
plan. It is fl.:1wed and weak. The work is no sooner orgcmized, the machines set up, than
friction takes its toll. Depreciation immediately begins. Periodically the assembly line
must even stop while repairs are made.

And we builders etre oarselves the pure ideal cmd the flawed matter. l1!~i th my mind I serve
the law of God." But we are also fl0sh. Truths have become our laws. And, as Paul well
kne"." tho laws, though good, can never he.:1l tho contrndictions thoy produce·.. "i'lho shall
deliver me from this body of deClth?" One thing is certain, cure comes neither from old
laws nor from old idcets nor from redoubled efforts. Nor from new ones either. T'le, like
the Jews, must be freed of any single world-view, old or new. !'le must be willing to give
up the point of view of man-the-maker before we can discover what is valid in it. Indeed,
this etngle for our vision makes it impossible to understand Jesus Christ or the Church or
the Christian. From this point of vic\i Incarn~tion is inconceivable, because matter is
only a source of evil. Gnosticism was an early result of a version of mCln-tho-metker. Some
v~ricmt of that heresy will etlw~ys be its rosul t.
S.

OFFICIAL MENNONITE BRE1l1REN HISTORIOGRAPHY, AND THE LACK OF IT, HAS BEEN LARGELY GOV-

E RNED BY 1HE 1JORLD-VIEH OF r4AN-THE-f.1AKER.

5.1 'niE 1I~1AKER;; METAPHOR DETERMINES CONTENT FOR THE HISTORIAN !'.JI-lO IS GOVERNED BY
IT. Idealists are not much interested in history. Like scientists, they viel'] the past
only as the record of where: .:1nd by whom truths ::lre discovered. But \'lh<l.t is then discovered is timeless, 0ternal, free from the fate of material .:md social reality, 1'lhich must
allvc.ys chetnge--or doc2.Y ~nd die. Or they look b:1ck to some presumed Golden Age whon The
Truth was discovered :lnd lived out.
For us th:1t Golden Age was the first century. Some
others posit a second such time in tho sixteenth. A few have even thought it reoccurred
in 1860. But Time, th:tt enemy of all Idcc.lisms, c.llowed attrition c.nd decay. And thieves
broke in to stcc.l. Vitalists also arc not much interested in history. They look for a
reve1.:ltion of the future ,.,rhich, perh:lps because i t h~s not yet happened, allows them to
imc.gine that it will unroll with a 10gic.:1l clarity denied to the present. And they then
retroject that cl:1rity upon the p~st, understanding it as no one living then could ever
h~ve imc.gined.
Materialists, c.nd institution:1lists, are concerned to underst~nd the p.:1st,
for the present is the result of nIl the chains of causes thnt unroll themsolves through
tim0.
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But what sh~ll our historians soc? So far as our official history is concerned, there arc
three sorts of things that one can tal\ about. One can emphasize the ideals that we have
claimed. Then our history is thc account of tho discovery and development in time of a
timeless theology. Or one c~n emphasize tho vitality of our mission. I tako this to bo
thc omphasis of J. H. Lohronz, 2nd it is fitting that his hopos for restoration lay in
iirevival.;l Or one can stress the official "matter, n the institutions we have developed.
I think th~t J. A. Toews has looked ~t ~ll three: but after his chaptors of beginnings in
Russi~ and in North America, his description is mostly of our institutions.
From tho point
of vicw of vn1Qt the Board of Literature intended, I believe his choices to bo justified,
in tho main. But these comments do not fully cxpl~in the book that is before us. J. A.
Toews is critical of official Mennonite Brethren theologizing. And he is much too wise
to plead simple-mindedly for revival. Nor c~n ,qhnt he says in this book be wholly explained by the i1makorl1 metaphor. But much of the content in it C2.n be.
5.2 THE i'INERADICABLE DUALIS!vj'l OF MAN-THE-lviAKER DETERMINES THE INTERPRETATIOl'!S OF
TIlE HISTORIAN liTHO IS GOVERNED BY IT. ~'lhile re~ding the text, I bec11.me curious about the
key word in the phrase ;Ithe providence of God. ll The use of ono favorite phr11.so docs not
provo n.nything by itsdf, ~nd I am sure thC'.t I did not find 11.11 uses of it. But <'. ch~rac
toristic expression that is almost unconciously used may illustrate what I think I have
accurately seon. On page 25 he writes of Russi<'.., "God, in His gracious providence, r<'..ised
up men and movements to usher in a new day .. ll If he had added ;;pltlcos, I: this statement
would outline every usc of thc expression save onc. The word is used four times to GXplain the movement or the sudden emergence of leaders. Thus 1Vuest gaGs to Russia (pg. 30),
Johann Kltlsson becomes a :rtr2.i!-bl:1zor ll epg. 44), sevor<'..l pOhlerful mon join the young
movement during 2. crucial period epg. 62), rmd A. H. Unruh tlnd two felloH to:.1chers move
to Cn.n::J.d:.1 (pg. 114). There are two negative, and doubtful, inst:mces. Thnt Onckcn did
not got to the Ivlolotschn:1 :1S pl<'..nned in the f:.111 of 1869 :eppeared ;providentL'lP to lIsome
brethren if epg. 72). It W:1S also "perhaps providential li that nono of the origin:.1l eighteen
were ord:lined (pg. 302). rhss movements of people :1lso rGquirc the special considcn.tion
symbolized by this phrase. It is used of the emigration in the 1870's (pg. 130) and of
the omigrants to Brazil because it led to evangelization there (pg. 417). So :e1so the
VBHH became tho :1goncy for emigration from Russia in the 1920 1 s (pg. 119). But this movoment r<'..ised two problems. If it w<'..s God's special will that m:1ny should oscape Russia,
why did most of them not succeed? At any rate, there is the comfort that in God 1 s l;inscrut<'..ble but gracious providenco': a new day was to d::J.\m even for those who remained (pg.
123). And at this remove in time it may .'1ppoar 2. bit doubtful th2.t God would move ono
group of Mennonites out of the promised land of C<'..nada (the Old Colony xnd Sommerfoldor
~lennonites to Mexico) just so farms would bo :.1v.'1ilable in Manitoba for those who c.~e from
Russia, But it is undorst:mdable that to the immigrants "it ::lppeared providontiaF (pg.
161) . Tho word is used three times in reference to 3. \;place. n A pioneer missionC1.ry to
the Russi:ms took five tents to be ::l llgift of Providence: when he received them from thc
Russian Red Cross without ch::lrge (pg. 117). And Kafumba was destined by providence to
become the strategic center for the Congo mission (pg. 411). But the total destruction of
the st2tion there, lithe pride :1nd joy of the missiona.ry staff ,11 in the J~unesso Rebellion
of 1964 raises .~problcm. );Many missionaries, deeply convinced of God's overruling providence, believed that oven this tr~gedy could be a blessing in disguise,II if, that is, a
new beginning would ilemerge from the t"tshcs of tho old li epg. 415).
j

In every case so far, and ~ revealing exception is yot to come, thc word providence has
been used in connection with something now and, almost .'1lways, eithor dr~atic or inexplicable. Almost always it involves a spiritual new sto.rt. It is beginnings that arc myst0rious, No doubt God is at work all tho time, but it is new starts that require providence. The ongoingness of things sooms not to do so, so far as thc text is concerned. I
think that this correctly reflects our usual thinking. It is most clearly expressed in
tho first two paragraphs of page three.
';Redvmptive and religious history" is the story of iichurch renewal :tnd new life. it Such a
story is :en account of \lthe gracious providence of God. ll "Social, cultural or economic"
events arc "conditions); tho.t function as ;;context:; for irreligious history.;1 And they,
apparently, arc to be understood iisimply in terms of an historical frClme\'Jork of cause and
effect.;; And yet these two separate ;;histories, 1i to which different sorts of explanations
apply, constantly intersect. Indeed, almost any given event can be one or the other depending on the vie~)oint from which it is seon.
This sort of historiography "is of no priv:1te interpretntion. i; It follows inevitably from
our official jlennonitc Brethren presuppositions
But the faithful :1pplication of our
principles (xnd they arc not ours alone) causes them to stand out in bold relief and so
revGals their inadequacy. Indeed, the book h::ls helped me to realize that I do not accept
them. To assert that "Jesus Christ is the Lord of history;; seoms to me to deny thnt there
even is such a thing as irreligious history.); And it is a denial .:elso that thore is a
;'secul2.r history.:; If there is one Lord, then there is, simply, --history.
0
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I think it irrational that ';secular history:' (the sociC'..l, cultural, and economic) can only

function negatively in relation to "religious history. ,; Throughout this book, these factors arc used to explain decline. They account for the sorry spiritual state of things in
RussiC'... They explain the ;;culturC'..l chQIlgc;; to vlhich our i'unchQIlging fr..ith" must be related
and whicil now thre::ltons thnt f2.ith. But they almost nevor get any credit for helping G6i
in ~Iis work among us or for in fact being that \'/ork ::lmong us.
i'Jor do I understand hO\'1 the ::'..ppcal to I:God' S providence" functions as Gxplanation in either
;;religious" or 'is ccu lar l1 history. ~'!e normally bring in that concept when we no longer have
any ;'roasonablG'; cxpl:ln::'..tion. As historLm, it secms to Be to be a pious WC'-Y to "throw in
the towel. 1I But as onG who has been willingly subjected to ;;vr.lin philosophies,;/ I must
confess t~.ht I find thG !lsccular fr::'..ffiel'lork of cause and effect" to be at least :l.S mysterious :'-s ;'providence.;; The rare event is neither more nor less ;;ne-tur:>.!" than the ordinary
one. The only difference, I suspect, is thctt we do not know enouiT,h to expect it. But
that says something about our dullness of mind, not Clbout tho event. In short, I do not
unc:erst::'..nd "ordino.ry:; evcmts either. But, like the rest of you, I hide thClt fact from
mysolf by taking them for gr,:mtod. ;;l're believe thClt ''Ie mClY underst::'..nd.:l The Christi:m
thinkers who worked tlwt out knew that it applied equ:clly well to u'lbeliefs, and it :l.pplies
to every scienc0--cven to physics--QIld espcci~lly to history. It is my belief thClt it
2.pplies as muc:1 to sociology and economics ::'..s to theology.
It 1v::'..S a bit dishonest of me- to use th8.t 10G-ded phr~se ;;vo.in ph.ilosophies.:r The biblicnl
reference is not to whtlt i'!C: mean by ';·philoso;;hy.;; It re:::ors rrcciscly to the kind of
thin]~ing that assorted that God 118,S tIL; Cluthor only of ;:nm·! beginnings': in :religious history.:: The source of the trouble in COLOSS2.0 I'I:'..S a [;nosticizing tInt was current in thnt
\'1orld. They thought that spirits and demons accounted. for the ordinary. The greG-t high
God could not be bothered with the picnyune. The modern versions of this for modern manthe-maker types hClve not changed that much. ::tTatural Lm·/ 1 ; now docs the 1vork of spirits
but is no less mysterious tlnn they. And there is only one really logic2..1 pl2.ce left for
God. :-]e is needed, if :It :111, to get the whole thing, (and other new beginnings?) started.
Deism is the logie2.l theology for man-the-mr.ker duc:.lisms.
In the first place, I too h2..ve
I c::'..n say all this tostifies to sevcr~l things.
ted 0. stance, cl metaphor, ::'..nd it may be thClt I have misunderstood it. It is certdn
I do not £ully know the difficulties that may 2..ttend it. I too am to be judged, nnd
that I an more than a little afr:1id. But, in the second plClce, I think thC'..t many of
do essonti::'..llY Clgree with me.

Th~.t

adopthat
of
you

The first two sentences of the Preface tell us thClt the beginnings of this book, the vision
for this sort of history, came from the Board of Re£ercncc and Counsel 2nd the Board of
Christian Literature. J. A. Toews accepted the 2..Ssignnlent from them despitel:serious
apprehensions." The last sentence of the Preface reC'.ds, "Above all I am gr2.teful to God
who in !-lis gracious providence gr.ve the necessary strength to complete the task. Ii The
single exception in his use of Providence is in its single referencG to himself. The ordinary experience of strength and he:llth to do one's daily task is surely :l pClrt of ordinary history. But he knows, ::'..nd 2.11 of us know it when we stop to think, th2..t it is every
bit C'.S much::'.. special gift of God as was the :ls u dden;; ::'..ppearance of l'{uest in southern
P.ussia. The Cre:'..tor sustains what He creates :'.TId redeems \'/hat !-]e sust:'.ins. So sure of
this woro older tlleologians thClt some of them could even describe that Sustenance as an
every moment re-cre::'..tion of the \'1hole. Indeed, I think that it makes ClS much sense, and
clS little, to reverse our ordinary judgments.
Someone, in the normClI course of events,
got the idcCl that someone else should write a book. Then God g:l.ve continued gr::'..ce for its
writing. Is this not :l pClrr..ble for other things? In the normal coursc of events in culturCl1 history, an idea surfaced. And God looked do\·m, noticed it, C'..l1d said to the Holy Spirit,
;IOI1! Oh! 1:1ere are eighteen hot-he:lds dOlm there doing i t again. Scfore they totally
blow up things, let's get down there and work together Nith them to bring some good to ]?:'..ss
out of it all. 11 In Clny C8.se, the sust::'..ining is no less a mir:lcle than the creatine. flany
of us h::'..vc learned thC'.t this i~ so in our own rel2.tionships to God. In ~rnctice, we have
ceased to belicv~ Clnd to live out our profoundest, and. proudest, heresies. But we forget
this when Ne puf... our I:official voice 1 ' to speak accredited ::public truths.'; And. that, too,
is norm~tive for ~iennonite Brethren le2.dcrs. I suspect that many of you do not yet know
that you do not believe them.
,~I.

SUR OFFICIAL IDEAL, AND THE METAPEOR U!')OJ'.I ~'.1HICH IT IS BASED, DeES POT 'lEFLECT T!·!E l'JT-!OLE
US. 1'le all know th2.t we have not lived up to the best of the ideals that we
l)ro£ess. j'JhC'.t many of us do not yet kno\'! is that our stnted ide2.ls h2.ve ncdther produced
nor accounted for the lives of the best among us. It came as a Tcvel2..tion to me 1"hen I
fin.:ll1y rer..lized that my fr..ther was cl far better mnn thC'.n the theology he preached. Or,
bettor put, the 1''''1..1 theology he lived from :l.l1d intended was poorly cx:,?ressed in the rhetoric he h::'..d been taught.
6.
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6.1 A HISTORIAN KNOWS THAT WHAT WE HAVE SAID ABOUT OURSELVES DISTORTS THE TRUTH.
We all tend to talk about the things that are still questions for us, either the things
we arc not yet clear about or the things we are clear about but have not yet made our own.
For example, a future historian sorting out the charred remains of the popular church
literature of the twentieth century might well notice that in the 1970's there was much
more said about the importance of the fwmily than seemed to be the case in earlier decades.
Is he to concuude from this that family life was then becoming better? "Methinks he doth
protest too much" is an appropriate scepticism for all those areas in which our records are
very insistent and where we continue to react a bit too quickly and too loudly. Our insistence on conversion, on evangelism, and on biblicism is obviously suspect.
6.2 A HISTORIAN KNOWS THAT THE RECORDS OF WHAT WE HAVE SAID ABOUT OURSELVES HIDE
MUCH TRUTH. We do not talk about the things we so assuredly are that we can take them for
granted. Indeed, one might argue that we seldom or never bother to think about that which
most deeply characterizes us. It may be that the most difficult job of the philosopher,
the theologian, and the social scientist is to discover those truths that arc so obvious
that everyone has forgotten what they are.

J. A. Toews knows the social, ethnic, side of us. And I think that many passages show his
love and concern for these, our hidden parts. Although this side was not intended to be
stressed, he knows that it must at times be discussed in order to explain what happened
in our churchly side. But, even so, much that is most deeply true of us has been left
unsaid. Someone who had only this book by which to understand us would almost have to
read betweon the lines to discover that Mennonite Brethren lived in families. According
to the index, "family" is first mentioned when the effects of urbanization and television
are discussed. There are four very brief mentions after that, only two of which apply
to either Russian or North Amerii'an Mennonites. For that matter, except for the kissing
problem in the early years and for missionaries, one would scarcely guess that there were
sisters among the brothers. The index names t.n women: six were missionaries, three wrote
something, and one was Katherine II of Russia. Some others were named in the text who
were not indexed, especially in the chapter on missions. So far as one could learn from
the book, women were rarities in the Mennonite communities, existing only as a Mrs. 50and-So unless she was a missionary or had worked on a book. Since I believe that the
sources have been faithfully reflected, I assume that neither the quality of family life
nor the status of women was considered by those who left the records to be either an M. B.
distinctive or a special problem. But surely this does not mean that the quality of our
family life and the character of the women are irrelevant to our self-understanding. What
I think it means is that these aspects were considered to be either irrelevant or were
taken for granted so faT as our appearance in the public sphere was concerned. The man
spoke when we spoke "officially!! in and of the church and to the world, unless the audience
consisted of !!benighted heathen.!!
But how would an interested non-ethnic know the importance of the extended family and
clan among us? How could he guess the myriad ways that these ties gave us psychic strength
and influenced our obediences and our ability both to attract others and to repel them?
Unless he had studied the patterns of ethnic adjustment to North America among other immigrants, how could he hope to understand our transition from a sense of superiority to
self-doubt and, even, from self-hatred to a still tentative but growing feeling of our
right to be American? Without a feel for earth being turned by the plow how can I expect
my own city-born children to understand the prodound relationship that existed between
!!Bibel und Pflug"? And how can anyone understand anything if he does not have at least a
passing feel for Low German?
I reject the idea that our !!ethnic oddities" are more culture-bound than our theology or
that our thinking is more exempt from the effects of sin than is our daily living. Even
if God is ever the same, our thinking about Him changes. Our truths may point to the
Truth, but all our words are time-bound cultural artifacts. I know of no proposition in
theOlogy that inerrantly and unchangeably communicates what it was shaped to signify. God
is as truly revealed by our unofficial side as He is in our preaching.
A year ago I foolishly agreed to teach a course in Mennonite Brethren history. Since I
knew even less then than I do now, I knew better than to set up as an expert. And so I
ignored the standard approaches. Moreover, there were a number of young !!sceptics!! in
that class. Instinctively, they, like many of us, are revolting against the heresies of
man-the-maker. Our official pieties would only have increased their scepticism. And so
I invited a stream of the saints among us to come and talk about themselves. We asked
those visitors about the games they played and the way they lived and worked and thought.
They described the farm and the shape of their conversions. And we were haunted by the
loveliness we saw. We saw a holiness that was more a result of family and clan, and of
land and work, than it was of our official pieties and theologies. We fmlnd incarnations,
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not empty ideals or bloodless concepts. We sensed that reality is more profound than all
the ways and metaphors we find to taik about it. We found that we have limitations, but
we discovered that even our most unlikely curiosities can be vehicles of grace. Any
attempt to hold on to our own youth that does not begin with living people has forfeited
the game before it starts. Any Christian who does not understand that the Christ had to
come as flesh, as the living, culture-bound Jesus, is a heretic. Whoever does not understand that the Gospel is more a story than a set of propositions is selling himself to
the spirit of this age.
We have often been less than the things we said about ourselves. But we have always been
much more. And we have been healthiest when we lived out of more metaphors than one.
Our elders spoke about their new ideals. They were right to do so. But they did not forsake the older structures by which they had lived. The new had not done away with the
old, and so the strengths of the old could nourish the new and keep it from becoming
everything. But more and more we have tended to become the things we talked about. And
so we lost the old that \ve either took for granted or were ashamed of. When we shall
have succeeded in fully remaking ourselves in the image of our public pieties and our
official truths, we shall have turned them into an empty husk, a shrill ideology, and an
idolatry that damns us.
7. BUT \~T SHALL WE DO? One thing that we can do is to set our hearts to tell the story
again. Not the official story. That has been done. Now we must shape a drama that sings
the truth which cannot literally be said. So far, the only serious historian among us
of this sort is Rudy Wiebe. But there are other ways than his to tell it.
We cannot expect much from our official leaders. They have become who they are because
we have rewarded those who most completely embodied the official wisdom. We have elevated
those who have despised or never understood the private parts, the quiet incarnations,
the beautiful old songs. That is not completely true. Some of the older ones and some
of the younger too have not been wholly shaped by the way we talked. They too are now
horrified to discover that their concentration on the many good things that they said and
did has helped to undermine the wholeness that we were. And so I appeal to those of you
who remember that wholensss to meditate upon it and to tell us how it came to be. If
you do not then we, or our children, will have to discovep the meaning of wholeness somewhere else.
But I fear it is too late. The new community cannot be based upon our single metaphor.
Nor can it be based upon Low German and centennial celebrations. And so I will celebrate
with those who begin again. I believe that God is working in all places to bring His will
to pass. Somewhere, hidden by the confusions of this time-between-the-times a new pattern
with a promise will be born. I pray that my children will find it. And if I do not join
them, I hop~ that they will recognize in me one who could not celebrate new incarnations
if I did not celebrate the old.

